The Fish Data App. Finally, it’s easy.
Introducing: DCS

We call it the Data Collection Station, because it’s a single repository for all of your data. Lengths, weights, tags, notes, photos and many more fields, for thousands of fish.

- Customize all fields and views yourself, in minutes.

- Connect all your gear via Bluetooth Wireless to automatically fill fields.

- Auto-Fill Codes that you specify. (Examples: Species, Sexes, Defects.)

- Real-time study metrics in the form of Tallies, Histograms and Summary Tables.

- Real-time PIT Tag Alerts. Specify which tags you care-about ahead of time, be alerted when those Tags are read.

- Share your Study Settings with colleagues to establish common processes and data.

- Export all of your data to your PC in seconds. Then import it directly into Excel or any other database.

Made for Fish Folks.
Connect.
- Fish-Boards
- Weight-Scales
- PIT Readers
- Bar-Code Readers
- Label Printers
- GPS Antennae
- Calipers

Set.
- Create Studies
- Create Your Own Fields
- Establish Your Process
- Set Alerts

Go.
- Measure, Weigh, Tag, Scan, Print
- Real-Time Feedback
- Made-For-Fish, Flexible Data-Entry

Data.
- On your PC in seconds
- Open formats (like CSV)
Pricing:

$30/mo

No Other Costs
Customize It Yourself
No Contracts, No Risks

Inquire: info@bigfinscientific.com
512.8080.FIN (808.0346)
www.bigfinscientific.com

Buy Online: bigfinscientific.com/store

The DCS App runs on inexpensive Android tablets. Big Fin Scientific offers two sunlight readable tablet options, one them waterproof. A 10” screen is recommended. Internet access is not required for operation.

Use the DCS App in conjunction with the DCS Digital Fish-Boards for the ultimate in fish-data processing ease and speed.